
preparation for the Lord in order to get this thing straightened out, but-a. . but are

you getting this year so that that is less thecase than it was the year before. I think

it might help to look back and to look a ahead and think what did last year accomplish

and what is next year going to accomplish. What effect it c will have upon our -hfe

lives. Let us look on for a minute to the second of these ways: mentally. It isn't

a matter of w how much you learn to write on an examination paper . What has stuck

with you from 1962. What is more important than the facts that you have gotten and

the things that you have learned is how much ha s your understanding improved in

1963. I remember when I was in eel--- college there was a big argument of whether

what we learned in one field of knowledge can be transferred to another field of knowledge.

And at that time the general attitude in-e.th3&t4eH of erueateie-- educators was this.

If you learn mathematics you should learn more mathematics. If you learn theology

you should learn more theology and what you learn in one field doesn't affect your

progress in another field. And that was taught almost universally when I was in
10

college. But just/9 years after that time I bought a book , a summary of EducationKal

Psychology and I fbund that in that particular . . and a -aemeia statement was made

that the experiment that was carried on has shown that when a person has learned

to think better in mathematics he will do better i n Biology, and when he has learned

to think better in Biology he can do better in language , and why is it then that all

books written ten years ago said this was false. They said the reason is that there

was such a hatred for the old fashioned education that put an emphasis on Latin and

Greek , and such a desire to get rid of it that people were so determined to prove that

you learned in that wasn't applicable to do that they simply misinterpreted all the

experimence. Well, t at is a terrible impression of prejudice in the educational

world but it is true and there are many such prejudices
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